New cyclic group codes of length 2" -1 over (m -j)-bit symbols are introduced. These codes may be systematically encoded and decoded algebraically. The code rates are very close to RS codes and are much better than BCH codes (a former alternative). The (m -j)-binary tuples are identified with a sub-group of the binary m-tuples which represent the field GF(2"). Encoiing is systematic and involves a two stage procedure, the usual linear feedback register (using the division or check polynomial), and a small table look up. For low rates, a second shift register encoding operation may be invoked. Decoding uses the Reed-Solomon error correcting procedures for the m-tuple alphabet, i.e., the field elements GF(2").
The following are polynomials for / 3 which satisfy the conditions 1) and 2) above for 3 < m < 12. Restrict Pa(x) for all codewords a to a (m -1) order subgroup of GF(2") by stipulating that Tr P(x) = 0 for x EGF(2").
(P(x) as writtten here is generic for all Pa(.)). The codes thus generated are cyclic group codes over (m -1)-bit symbols and are systematically encodable for codes meeting the conditions in the main theorem.
Examples:
1. Take This code has binary dimension (m -1) + 2m.
For m = 3, we get binary dimension 8 or dimension 4 over 2-tuples. i.e., a (7, 4; 3) code over binary doubles. This is a reduction from the (7, 5; 3) RS code over binary triples! There exist no integer dimension over (m -1)-tuples for m > 3 since (m -1) + 2" is not a multiple of (m -1).
Take a RS code of dimension 11 over GF(16) but choose as your Mattson-Solomon (M-S) set the polynomials P ( z )
of degree 11, setting the constant term equal to zero. The number of binary dimensions is 12 + 8 + 6 + 4 = 30 which is dimension 10 over binary triples. Thus the (15, 11; 5 ) RS code over GF (16) is transformed into the non-systematic (15, 10; 5) code over trace zero elements of GF(16).
3.

P ( z )
Similarly the RS (15, 7; 9) code over GF (16) 
